Dear colleagues,

You and your students are cordially invited to take part in the 23rd Saint Petersburg International Model United Nations conference to be held from March 25th to March 27th 2019 at the Gymnasium 157 (www.gym157.spb.ru) founded by Princess of Oldenburg in 1868 and located in a picturesque center of the city.

SPIMUN is affiliated to The Hague International Model United Nations (www.thimun.org) and is one of the oldest MUN conferences in Russia. It is designed for high school students (14 – 19 years old). The official language of SPIMUN is English. The structure of SPIMUN includes the Security Council, the General Assembly (4 Committees), the ECOSOC, the Special Conference and the Baltic Forum.

SPIMUN 2018 brought together about 350 delegates and teachers from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy, Lebanon, Pakistan, Palestine, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. Please find photos from SPIMUN 2018 on our page on Facebook: www.facebook.com/spimun

The Official Opening ceremonies of previous SPIMUN conferences were held in the historic Nicholas, Tauride, Mariinsky, and Officers' palaces, which are among the oldest buildings of our city.

Attendance at SPIMUN will mean much more than just doing another MUN. You will be able to discover the splendour of St. Petersburg, one of the world's most beautiful cities. Cultural program is organized by DMC "TSAR-events".

To attend SPIMUN conference you are to follow the instructions on www.spimun.com
For all arrangements regarding conference participation, please feel free to contact Igor Persianov (spmun@yandex.ru)

For all arrangements regarding cultural program, accommodation, payments and visa support please contact Alexander Rodionov (a.rodionov@tsar-events.com)

You are welcome to visit our websites www.spimun.com and www.tsar-events.ru/spimun for additional information.

--
Kind regards,
Igor Persianov
SPIMUN Secretariat
http://spimun.com